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Good culture at Trust. Charismatic leadership style, value driven, focused on staff and 
users. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODENC 
Good player in the local health economy - fight "vulnerable" care strongly. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODENC 
Governance and quality. Difficult to tell whether one incident or broader issue. Especially 
concerned about (1) medical cover supervision and support and (2) slight laxness of 
clinical procedures given the distance of Gosport from THQ. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODENC 
lan Reid good but stretched. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEA1 
Culture at trust: 
Charismatic leadership style. Individualistic, very heavily focused on patients and staff. 
Peter King really has grounded consultation with staff. Good values. Value driven. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEA1 

r ........... 

[code Aiknows many staff and what they do (walk round). Knows a lot of clients. Cares 
about needs, environment for patients. Examples of user innovation eg. user involvement 
in Mental Health. In Learning Disability each client is handled personally for plans. 
#ENDCODE 

,_#C_O.p EA5 
LcodeAiknows many staff and what they do (walk round). Knows a lot of clients. Cares 
about needs, environment for patients. Examples of user innovation eg. user involvement 
in Mental Health. In Learning Disability each client is handled personally for plans. 
#CODEA4 
Local player? Good. Dr Barton very difficult. Good relationship with [Co-d;;’A-i H Econ. 
Meetings. Fights causes strongly. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED2 
Clinical governance. Difficult to tell whether event from GPs as clinical aspect doing best 
for including patients or broader issue. Distance from Trust HQ. Issue of medical cover 
and supervision. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEB4 
Slight laxness of clinical procedures. Wanted you to look at. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEC4 
Wandered about sufficient rotation of staff through areas. Isolated community ie. fresh 
ideas. Incisiveness? NA raised with Trust a senior manager and NGD in Clinical 
numbers and they did. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODEG6 
Other? Mental Health Patient from Haslar for Trauma & Orthopaedics investigation 
murdered by husband. Investigation OK. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODE J7 
Other? Mental Health Patient from Haslar for Trauma & Orthopaedics investigation 
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murdered by husband. Investigation OK. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODED2 
lan Reid good and stretched. People very stretched. 
#ENDCODE 
#CODENC 
Speak to Reto Old DPH (initiated poorly performing doctors procedure and Dr Barton) 
detailed IN. 
#ENDCODE 
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